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French Servicemen Promised Big Money for Fighting in Ukraine – Ex-Intel Officer

Description

WORLD : Cinquini is currently searching for information about French nationals who fight in 
the conflict on the side of Kiev. According to his findings, French state agents may have been 
in Ukraine since the start of the special military operation in February 2022 along with ordinary 
French civilians who went to fight for the Kiev regime on their own.

“These are agents who remain very secretive and are difficult to identify,” the former intelligence officer
noted.

“Sources told us that in the ranks of the French army, specialists were given attractive offers: a false
resignation, a guarantee of reinstatement upon completion, and an income significantly higher than
their usual earnings,” he said.

In February, French President Emmanuel Macron said Paris would do everything to prevent Russia
“from winning this war.” At a conference on assistance to Ukraine, he raised the issue of transferring
troops to the combat zone, but neither European leaders nor the opposition in his own country
supported him.

At the beginning of March, Macron also emphasized that France “has no limits or red lines” in matters
of supporting Ukraine.

Later, Russian Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) Director Sergei Naryshkin, said France had already
begun training a contingent to be sent to the conflict zone; at the first stage it would amount to about
2,000 military personnel.

Later, the SVR, citing Naryshkin, said a French military unit, should it be in Ukraine, would become a
priority legitimate target for the Russian military.

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu told his French counterpart Sebastien Lecornu by phone that
sending French troops to Ukraine would create problems for France itself.

Russian President Vladimir Putin earlier said in an interview with Dmitry Kiselev, the Director General
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of Rossiya Segodnya, Sputnik’s parent media company, that the deployment of European troops to
Ukraine will not change the situation on the battlefield but will lead to dire consequences for Kiev.

In response to Macron’s words about the absence of red lines, the Russian leader said Moscow will not
have restrictions in relation to states with such an approach either.
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